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1. Your agency is making programmatic seem more complicated than it
actually is.
2. Your programmatic retargeting takes the credit for success at the
expense of the rest of your marketing activity…
3. …in fact, it’s a self-perpetuating system with a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
4. At least 50% of your programmatic investment is likely to be allocated
to blacklisted sites, non-viewable impressions, non-safe sites or fraud.
5. You only need to run programmatic activity on about 500
sites. But you’re probably active on up to 1 million.
6. Think your agency is optimising your activity every day? Wrong. They’re
probably only doing it once a week, or even less.
7. And think your buying optimisation is AI-powered? Sorry – it’s probably not
even automated.
8. You’d likely enjoy benefits if your agency negotiated traditional,
direct deals with publishers and administrated the deal buying
programmatically.
9. That ‘sophisticated’ targeting data you’re paying for is probably out of
date and poor quality: the data generated from your own campaigns
and CRM is better quality and more cost efficient.
10. The likes of P&G and Heineken are abandoning micro-targeting in favour
of traditional, common-sense, high-impact reach.

About ECI
The digital landscape is changing: your
media management strategy needs to
change with it. But change can be a force
for good: ECI, the market’s fastest growing global media management company,
can help you make your media budget
generate higher value by harnessing
these changes.
Ours is a new breed of media auditing and performance management
company. We are leading the charge
in sophisticated media benchmarking
services, delivering higher value and
driving media-led impact. We have a
forensic, fact-based approach to digital
and harness our world-class talent and
proprietary technology to maximise your
digital impact.

Today’s dynamic, fast-paced media landscape requires data-driven decision-making, global experience and a firm grasp
of innovative technologies. ECI offers all
these things – and more – from media
auditing and pitch consulting to KPI setting and management.
We operate across the Americas, Europe and Asia. Our clients are some of
the world’s largest and best-known advertisers, and our network of owned and
affiliated offices support them through
high-level media intelligence and rigorous
benchmarking. Ultimately, we provide the
insight, experience and savvy that helps
our clients to ensure that their advertising
investment and agency relationships generate higher value.
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